
ACC Meeting Minutes  
Friday 10-13-17 
10:00-11:00am 
Bryan 419 
 

Attendance  
 

1. Frances Clerk (Notetaker)  
2. Chris Swann  
3. Daniel Rice  
4. David Remington  
5. Maurice Tyler ITS  
6. Deborah Lekan 
7. Fatih Oguz   
8. Amy Brown UTLC 
9. Nicholas Young  ITS  
10. Aprille Black  
11. Gloria Thornton  ITS 

 
 

Amy : Level 1 Training for Teaching Online starting in January 2018 - message will 
be sent to Faculty. Online for 8 weeks. Then Level 2 will discuss additional 
tools.  Will have a “sandbox” in Canvas. A “quick start” course will be available fall 
2018 to get people up and running.  
 
Gloria : Talked about new ATPC Committee . The group most likely to get a project 
started. By early spring will come up with recommendation (in time for budget). 
See list from Gloria, handed out during meeting.  
 
Analytics MS : Interdisciplinary Masters of Science Analytics Degree will be offered 
by Graduate School, but degree that students get would be from the actual 
department - any departments can ‘join in’; Goal is for this to be available Fall 
2018. (NC State has a program and turns away 330 students per year)  
 
Deborah Lekan: Great need for skilled graduates in analytics area .  
 
Gloria Thornton: Working with Chapel Hill and NC State about GUI interfaces for 
Linux/Unix Gloria says there is an interface for Henri 2.   
 
Dave Remington : Graduate students need resources. Dave reports that  Henry 2 
data is at times ‘purged’ and that using the system is clunky  (example of a 
nuisance with Henry 2  : the default is the C shell, which has different syntax than 
the Bash shell that is the default for most other Linux/Unix systems. So scripts 
written the way people are used to will not work ). Gloria says we need to focus on 
how to make Henry 2 more user friendly.  



 
 
Aprille : Interactive Video showing people how to use ARC.  
Arc Integrates with Canvas: Arc's interface lets students and instructors interact 
with media content by commenting directly on the media timeline. 
To add ARC to canvas Contact 6-tech to create a ticket to have ARC added to your 
Canvas Course. Also Arc provides closed captioning. Instructor can correct it as 
needed.  
 
Nick: We have a limit to number of licences for ARC. Also users keep license over 
multiple semesters.  
 
Deborah Lekan: Can ARC be used outside of canvas ? Yes.. but it must be 
integrated with LMS of some kind. (Moodle etc)  
 
Aprille Black:  We will talk about Polling software at our next meeting.  
 
Meeting Closed at 11am.  
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